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and HR communications
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THE CHALLENGE

Adopting video to boost internal communications

Accor's HR and communications teams needed to create pieces of 
content regularly to boost network engagement and maintain the 
link between teams. They also wanted to adopt the video format. 
This is no mean feat when you are a multinational company that 
needs to reach an international network quickly and efficiently. 

THE CLIENT

The leader in the hotel 
industry
Accor is the leading hotel group in 
Europe and the sixth largest in the 
world. It has more than 280,000 
employees.

"Before Kannelle, we used to choose photos to liven 
up our articles and comms topics. We used to ask 
service providers to edit videos for events or 
particular occasions."

Aurélia
Network Communications Officer



THE SOLUTION

Generating engaging video content more often 

Accor’s communications and HR teams jointly selected Kannelle’s 
video solution in order to transform the way they communicate.  

"From my experience, Kannelle addresses the needs of HR and 
communications teams who want to energise company life and comms. 
For example, we were able to refresh our Facebook page with trendy, 
dynamic videos that incorporate our visual identity."

In a networked organisation like Accor, it is important to be able to 
communicate quickly and in several languages. Thanks to Kannelle, 
the team had the ability to produce videos in 15 minutes with 
subtitles created automatically in the required languages. This 
helped the team meet this challenge brilliantly! 

Another challenge of the hotel sector is to attract talents. As 

Kannelle let the HR team interview hotel managers and 
receptionists on the spot, it made it easier to create interest among 
candidates.

"Kannelle is very well suited to HR and 
communications teams who want to liven up the 
life of their business. "

Aurélia
Network Communications Officer



THE EXAMPLE

Producing a closing video for a team seminar

During a business unit seminar, the Communications team created a 
"Confessional". In just 15 minutes, using Kannelle, Aurélia edited 
these extracts into a much appreciated closing video! 

➡ Watch the full testimonial

Accor boosts its network communications with Kannelle 💚 Success  Stories

"During a seminar, we created a "confessional" 
format in which participants could express their 
feelings. This created a bond between the 
employees. And it made it possible to put 
together a very funny seminar closing video in a 
few minutes."

Aurélia
Network Communications Officer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7n48-mz-qSE&ab_channel=KannelleApp


Kannelle, the video solution for all!

Kannelle is a complete solution dedicated to business video creation. 

With the Kannelle app, available on iOS and Android, any employee 

can create a professional video in 15 minutes. Its main features are:

 

●  A library of customisable business video scenarios

●  Assisted filming

●  Automatic edits using the company's visual identity

●  Automatically generated animations and subtitles

 

Our solution also includes a web-based platform to manage 

users, visual identities and custom scenarios to ensure that 

every piece of content is on brand. Finally,  Kannelle’s Love 

Office is there to inspire and support you.

 

With Kannelle, video is simple and accessible to all, without 
specific skills!

Contact us

📱  +33 (0)1 84 60 02 66 💌 hello@kannelle.io 🛸  kannelle.io/en/
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